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NREL Testing of 10 ton RTU with Cold-Plus Additive
Recently a 10 ton RTU refrigeration unit was tested at NREL’s Thermal Test Facility to
evaluate the performance of the air conditioning unit with the addition of Cold-Plus
additive. The results of the tests showed an increase in the refrigerant flow rate of
approximately 14% when Cold-Plus was added to the primary circuit 1.

Table 1: NREL Stage 1 Test Results
PRE
Refrigerant Flow Rate (kg/s)

POST

0.11

0.13

% Change
+15.4% (avg. 14%)

These findings confirm the analysis done previously on the effects of Cold-Plus in A/C
units.
The performance of a refrigeration unit depends on how efficiently the unit converts the
compressor input power to cooling, Btu/hour, in the evaporator. The cooling rate is a
function of mass flow rate, ṁ (kg/sec), since the cooling rate is:
Q̇ = ṁ Δh

(1)

where Δh is the change in enthalpy across the evaporator.
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Table 2:
Change in EER using Cold-Plus Additive from NREL Stage 1 Test Results

Table 2 shows an average 14.86% increase in EER after the additive is used. The Post EER
values increase because of the increase in the cooling rate of the refrigerator (Q̇ ), as shown
in Equation 1, with little change in the total input power.
When the mass flow rate increases, the cooling rate will increase providing more
refrigeration to the unit. As shown in Table 1 (see previous page), the NREL tests showed
that by adding the Cold-Plus additive to the 410A refrigerant, the flow rate increased by
approximately 14% which would then increase the cooling rate for the unit.
It is known that a refrigerant typically exhibits substantial lubricating properties. Removing
oil fouling and the resultant improvement in heat transfer in the evaporator are other aspects
of improving efficiency in A/C and refrigeration units. Cold-Plus is a patent-pending
polymer that permanently bonds to all metal surfaces within the system and provides
benefits other than the removal of oil fouling.
The addition of the polymer allows the flow of the refrigerant to occur with less flow
friction resistance which results in an improved performance of the evaporator coils and
reduced power consumption by the unit. Additional benefits of friction reduction occur
throughout the system. The molecular structure of the polymer provides friction reduction
within the compressor, particularly within reciprocating compressors. This friction
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reduction shows in the reduced power for the compressor during the first minute of
operation and throughout the life of the system.
The reduction in flow friction results because of the increased refrigerant flow velocity and
Reynolds Number (Re) that occurs with the addition of the additive to the refrigerant. As
shown in the Moody Diagram (Figure 1) the friction factor, f, decreases with increased
Reynolds Number for both laminar and turbulent pipe flow. For turbulent flow in a smooth
pipe, a 15% increase in the Reynolds Number of the refrigerant with polymer additive
results in approximately a 25% reduction in flow friction. This decrease in friction results
because of the interaction of the polymer with the flow of refrigerant. The addition of
polymer solution in the flow of refrigerant dampens the turbulence next to the wall of the
pipe and reduces the flow friction and reduces drag.
The reduction in drag as a result of an increase in Reynolds Number is significant for lower,
laminar flows. These types of flows occur during startup and with the addition of the ColdPlus additive, the friction drops significantly as shown in the left side of Figure 1. This will
again provide significant reduction in the power required to start and operate the system.

Figure 1 - Moody Diagram for Friction Factor for Pipes
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The flow of refrigerant through the compressor tends to remove a lubricant from the
compressor surfaces that it contacts. The lubricant remains dispersed in the refrigerant, but
when the lubricant reaches the relatively low temperature evaporator its viscosity
increases. The lubricant thus tends to accumulate in the evaporator and starve the
compressor of lubricant. If the amount of lubricant returning to the compressor is
insufficient, the compressor lubrication cannot be maintained relatively constant over time.
This condition negatively affects the compressor’s operating life, raising the compressor
frictional forces and requiring the motor to supply additional power to drive the
compressor.
Cold-Plus and its PTFE boundary lubrication helps to eliminate this problem. The
boundary lubrication is caused by the unique properties of the polymers composed of PTFE
particles of various sizes that are designed to permanently bond to metal contact surface.
This bonding is maintained for the life of the system and provides for long term efficiency
and reduced maintenance.
The friction drag is directly related to the flow velocity and Reynolds Number, and as the
flow velocity increases with the addition of the PTFE additive, the resulting flow friction,
f, is reduced. This reduction in flow friction results because of the way the polymer
interacts with flow boundary layer and turbulence in the pipes. As a result of this reduction
in friction and drag, the refrigerant flow rate increases and the cooling rate increases with
little change in power requirements which results in an overall improvement in the system
efficiency and an increase in EER.
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